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The paths of VfB Stuttgart and Unirea
Urziceni separated after they met 
in the UEFA Champions League in
December, with the Germans moving 
on to the next stage in the UEFA
Champions League, while the Romanians
cross into the UEFA Europa League.   
Photo: Grimm/Bongarts/Getty Images
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Creating
history together…
On 7 February, the UEFA EURO 2012 qualifying draw takes place in Warsaw.

The 51 participating national associations will go into six seeding pots, determined 
by the UEFA coefficient ranking system.

The only two associations not in the draw are Poland and Ukraine, who, 
as the host nations, have qualified automatically. 

With the whole of the European football family taking part in 
this festive occasion, it provides a clear and heartening affirmation of the game’s
undiminished vitality.

The qualifying competition promises to be a fiercely contested affair, 
with 51 teams battling it out for 14 places in the finals, where they will join the two
host nations. As European champions, Spain will have the honour of being 
the first team drawn from pot number one.

By entrusting the organisation of the European Championship finals 
to two countries from central-eastern Europe, UEFA is writing a new chapter in the
history of this internationally renowned event. The qualifying draw in Warsaw 
represents the first official page in this chapter, but it is, in fact, the culmination of
a long period of preparations behind the scenes.

Last December saw the public unveiling of the EURO 2012 logo, a multi-
coloured floral motif which symbolises the shared roots of the two host nations and
their determination to present Europe and the rest of the world with a magni-
ficent celebration of football. There is every reason to believe that it will be just that.

We hope that the seeds we have planted in these two countries 
will continue to spread and grow long after the last ball of EURO 2012 has been
kicked. This unique tournament will have a lasting, positive legacy for the 
development of the two host nations and their football, not to mention for the 
European football family as a whole. 

Our task is to ensure that this exciting new chapter takes its place 
in the history books and, even more importantly, in people’s minds. But before we
can write history, we have to make it!

Gianni Infantino
UEFA General Secretary
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RARELY HAS A DRAW PRODUCED QUITE SO MANY NORTH V SOUTH ENCOUNTERS,

WITH ALMOST ALL THE PAIRINGS IN THE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 

ROUND OF 16 FALLING WITHIN THIS CATEGORY. AS WAS THE CASE LAST YEAR,

MATCHES BETWEEN ITALIAN AND ENGLISH CLUBS TOP THE BILL.  

The confrontation between
Inter Milan and Chelsea promises 
to be especially fiery. The proud José
Mourinho must be secretly dream-
ing about knocking his former
club out of this most prestigious
competition. Inter have dominated
the Italian championship for the
past four seasons, but have failed
to live up to their ambitions on the
international stage, falling in the
round of 16 three times out of four
and reaching just one quarter-final.
Their two most recent victors were
both English clubs (Manchester
United and Liverpool) and the Italians
are hoping that it will be third time
lucky. However, Chelsea are hardly

the ideal opponents for a club seeking 
to wipe out the memory of repeated 
failures. Under the leadership of Carlo

Ancelotti, who will certainly not 
be disappointed with a return to
the Giuseppe Meazza in such 
circumstances, the Stamford Bridge
club are also leading their national
championship, despite a loss of

form in December. They boast the 
best defence in England and, in Didier
Drogba, have a world-class striker in 
their ranks. Unable to impose themselves
in recent years, Inter will be hoping 
that Cameroonian Samuel Eto’o and
Argentinean Diego Milito can maintain
the excellent form they have been 
showing so far this season.

Decline or revival?
Clubs which have touched

the holy grail of European trophies
find it hard to cope with subsequent
failures. Despite being English cham-
pions and runners-up in last season's
Champions League, Manchester
United appear to have lost some of
their magic. They have particularly
struggled to replace Cristiano
Ronaldo following his departure to
Madrid. Knocked out of the FA Cup,
Alex Ferguson's men are clearly seek-
ing a new identity, but they should
not be feeling sorry for themselves,
since they remain in the running 
to win most of the trophies they are
competing for at both national and
European levels. Star man Wayne
Rooney is enjoying a particularly pros-
perous season, with 15 goals to his
name at the turn of the year. 

AC Milan are also dreaming
of reviving past glories, but do they
really have the means to do so? 
Some think not. The team coached 
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Despite the
best efforts of
Internazionale
Milano, 
Lionel Messi
and FC Barce-
lona continue
to defend
their UEFA
Champions
League title,
which the
Italian team
are also 
hoping 
to lay claim 
to again 
after 45 years.

UEFA Champions League
North v South: let battle commence!North v South: let battle commence!
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AC Milan
(Ronaldinho)
and Real
Madrid (Diarra
and Van
Nistelrooy)
have made it
through to the
knockout
stages again.

Cristian Rodriguez (left) 
of Porto and Branislav Ivanovic
of Chelsea – the Portuguese
are advancing discreetly, 
while Chelsea are still seeking
their first UEFA Champions
League trophy.
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by Leonardo are making progress, 
but already sit a long way behind Inter 
in the league table. Faced with such 
a fearsome opponent as Manchester
United, their task is a tricky one.
However, Ronaldinho's return to form
and the consistency of their outstand-
ing midfielder, Andrea Pirlo, are giving 
the Milanese hope, although they 
remain the outsiders.              

Stuttgart: nothing to lose
Current holders FC Barcelona

should, on the face of it, have little to
fear when they face VfB Stuttgart. In the
group phase, the Catalans made life
rather awkward for themselves and did

not secure qualification until their final
match. With the elusive Lionel Messi in
attack, Pep Guardiola's team are capable
of scoring at any moment and their
command of the game is unequalled.
Stuttgart managed to reach the round
of 16 in spite of serious internal prob-
lems which led to the dismissal of coach
Markus Babbel and the appointment 
of Swiss Christian Gross in his place.
Although the Wurttemberg club's main
priority this spring will be to retain their
place in the Bundesliga, they will have
nothing to lose when they come up
against the best club side in the world.
The team-mates of the whimsical 
Jens Lehmann will make sure they 

enjoy the occasion, even if it appears
highly unlikely that their European
adventure will go any further.

Real Madrid champing at the bit
Spain's other giants, Real

Madrid, do not enjoy living in the
shadow of their great Catalan rivals.
The signings made by Florentino Perez
since he returned as president clearly
demonstrate the ambitions of the
"Merengue". Although an abundance
of goods does no harm, as an old
proverb suggests, coach Manuel
Pellegrini's task is not an easy one,
such is the Cornelian nature of 
the decisions he has to make. Com -
prehensively beaten by Barcelona at
this stage of last season's competition,
Olympique Lyonnais, who also lost
their French league dominance to
Bordeaux, appear to have little chance
of causing an upset against such 
formidable opponents. Kaka and
Cristiano Ronaldo have never hidden
their ambition to win the ultimate
European accolade with Real Madrid.  

Porto, who were outstripped
by Sporting Braga and Benfica in the
first half of the Portuguese season, 
will doubtless be keen to regain some
prestige in the Champions League,
from which Jesualdo Ferreira's team
were narrowly eliminated by Man -
chester United last season. Once
again, an English team are blocking
the way for the two-time former win-
ners of the competition. Back to their
best in England, Arsenal will neverthe-
less face a more difficult challenge
than in the group phase. Without
Robin van Persie, Arsène Wenger will
need to be able to count on some key
players who are at the top of their
game. His team's success will certainly

Olympique Lyonnais
(Cris, No. 3) are
struggling in their
domestic cham -
pionship but are
through to the
knockout stages of
the UEFA Champions
League, as are
Fiorentina.
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against Bayern Munich –
Girondins de Bordeaux
made a strong 
impression in their
group matches, 
but the Germans also
have some aces up 
their sleeves.
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The two 
qualified 
teams from
Group H:
Arsenal 
(Theo Walcott,
in blue) and
Olympiacos
(Raul Bravo)

A determined Aleksandr Hleb 
of Stuttgart (left) and Luis Fabiano 
of Seville – both clubs 
made it through the group stage. G

et
ty
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depend heavily on the performances of
Cesc Fabregas in midfield and Andrei
Arshavin in attack.   

Bayern Munich back on 
an even keel

In the running to win their
national championship, Bayern Munich
put up a brave fight to win their place
in the last 16 by beating Juventus in
their own Stadio Olimpico. It was a 
victory that immediately raised the level
of the Bavarian side's performances
after a chaotic start to the season
under coach Louis van Gaal. With the
departure of Luca Toni to AS Roma,
the Dutchman solved one of the prob-
lems that was undermining his team,
while Franck Ribéry resumed training in
January. The Bavarians appear to have
the wherewithal to beat Fiorentina,
who performed superbly in the group
phase but who will need Romanian
Adrian Mutu and Alberto Gilardino to
be at their best in attack if they are 
to reach the quarter-finals.

Bordeaux inexperienced but
favourites

Despite their inexperience in
the Champions League, Bordeaux will
start as favourites against Olympiacos.
Laurent Blanc's players were impres-
sive in group A, winning all their
matches except one, when they drew
against Juventus in Turin. With a solid,
well-organised defence, the hard-
working Yoann Gourcuff and the clever
Moroccan Chamakh (coveted by sev-
eral major European clubs) in attack,
the Girondins, who are running away
with their national championship, 
represent daunting opponents for the
Greeks. However, coached by Brazilian
Zico, Olympiacos can count on a 

myriad of talented South American
players and a handful of Greek inter-
nationals, including Vassilis Torosidis.
Moreover, the returning Congolese
striker Tresor LuaLua will be a wel-
come addition.

Finally, CSKA Moscow and
Sevilla will be delighted that the draw
did not pit them against an unbeat-
able opponent, if such a team exists.
At first glance, their encounter
appears fairly well balanced. The
Russians will be relying particularly on
their playmaker, Milos Krasic, who
scored four goals in the group phase
and was elected Serbian player of the
year. Sevilla's main threat is likely to
come from Brazilian international 
Luis Fabiano, although he is return-
ing from injury, and Argentinean 
Diego Perotti, whose contract has
been extended until 2015 – a vote of
confidence if ever there was one!  

André Winckler  

CSKA Moscow in action against Manchester 
United (Michael Owen) – both teams are through 
to the next round.

An extended calendar
For the first time, the round 

of 16 will be played on eight different
evenings spread over four different
weeks, according to the following 
programme:

16 Feb. (first leg) – 10 March (ret. leg)
AC Milan-Manchester United 
FC Olympique Lyonnais-Real Madrid CF

17 Feb. (first leg) – 9 March (ret. leg)
FC Porto-Arsenal FC
FC Bayern München-ACF Fiorentina

23 Feb. (first leg) – 17 March (ret. leg)
VfB Stuttgart-FC Barcelona
Olympiacos FC-FC Girondins de 
Bordeaux

24 Feb. (first leg) – 16 March (ret. leg)
PFC CSKA Moskva-Sevilla FC
FC Internazionale Milano-Chelsea FC
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Debrecen 
(Peter Czvitkovics, 
in white) 
benefited from the 
new format.

A  n e w  f o r m u l a  
f o r  s u c c e s s

THE NEW UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE QUALIFICATION SYSTEM OFFERS MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE LEAGUE CHAMPIONS 

OF THE ‘SMALLER’ NATIONS, WHO ARE NOW BETTER REPRESENTED IN THE GROUP STAGE.

ranked 4 to 6, and one from each of the
leagues ranked 7 to 12. For example,
Unirea, the current Romanian champions,
and Belgian champions Standard de Liège
qualified directly for the group stage. 

The other ten teams in 
the group stage are decided via 
two qualification paths, one 
for champions and one for non-

champions, with the two groups 
unable to meet each other in quali-

fying. The champions of the countries 
ranked 48 to 53 in the 

UEFA coefficient sys-
tem enter the first 
qualifying round.

The winners are 
joined in the second 

round by the champions
from countries 16 to 
47, and in the third 
round by the cham-
pions from countries 

13 to 15. The winners of this 
third round then compete in play-
offs for the five places in the 

group stage available via this 
champions path. VCS De-
brecen, the champions of 
Hungary (ranked 26) faced
Kalmar FF (Sweden), 
Levadia Tallinn (Estonia) 

and Levski Sofia 
(Bulgaria); FC Zürich,

the champions 
of Switzerland

The Champions League reforms
endorsed by Michel Platini have come 
into force for the first time this season.
Under the new qualification system, 
22 clubs, including the current holders,
progress directly to the group stage; 
previously it was just 16. The 22 clubs
comprise three teams from each of 
the three nations with the best UEFA 
coefficients, two teams 
from the countries 

Standard de Liège 
celebrate scoring against 
Arsenal.
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(ranked 16) knocked out NK Maribor
(Slovenia) and then FK Ventspils (Latvia). 

In the non-champions path, the
third-placed team from country 6 and 
the second-placed teams from countries
7 to 15 enter the competition in the third
qualifying round. The winners are then
joined in the play-off round by the fourth-
placed teams from countries 1 to 3 and
the third-placed teams from countries 
4 to 5. Five teams qualify for the group
stage via this route. The losing teams 
in the third qualifying round enter the
play-offs for the UEFA Europa League,
while the losing teams in the Champions
League play-offs go directly into the 
Europa League group stage.

A blessing
The new system has been well

received within the game. “Thank you,
Michel Platini,” says Bernard Challandes,
the coach of FC Zürich. The sentiment 
is echoed by the club’s president, Ancillo
Canepa: “The new system has been a
blessing for us. It is in the spirit of fair
play and makes the Champions League
more attractive. We are the only cham-
pions in our group, which also includes
Real Madrid, AC Milan and Olympique 
de Marseille.”

FC Zürich played their three
home games in front of capacity crowds
of 24,000. Such was the interest, they
could have sold 200,000 tickets.“Without
the Champions League we would have
recorded an operating loss of CHF 3 mil-
lion this year; instead we have made a
profit of around 2 million. This will give
us medium-term financial stability,” ex-
plains Ancillo Canepa. “It would take us
ten years to achieve that at domestic level.
And the Champions League has also
helped us raise our international profile.”

Veli Lampi 
(FC Zürich) outpaces
Aleksej Visnakovs
(Ventspils) – by 
beating the Latvians, 
the Swiss champions
made it into the
knockout stage.

UEFA Champions 
League news
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Pablo Brandan 
scores for 
Unirea Urziceni
against Rangers. 
The Romanians
gained valuable 
experience 
in the UEFA
Champions League.

Ancillo Canepa emphasises 
the sporting benefits of the new system:
“By facing teams like Real Madrid and 
AC Milan, our players are gaining experi-
ence at a higher level. They have to play
at a higher tempo, maintain their rhythm
and demonstrate greater mental resilience.
For the moment, we haven’t managed 
to reap the benefits of the experience
gained in our domestic championship, as
the players aren’t used to the double de-
mands of playing in Europe and at home,
but we will benefit in the medium term.”

A fairy tale
Debrecen shared a group with

Liverpool, Lyon and Fiorentina. Club
spokesperson, Judit Balla, testifies to the
enthusiasm with which the Hungarian
champions embraced the challenge: 
“We used to watch the Champions
League on TV, but now we’re actually
playing in it. It’s a fantastic achievement,
and one we’re really proud of. What’s
more, we’ve earned a substantial amount
of money, which is really useful.” Obvi-
ously, Debrecen were up against more
seasoned opponents, but they didn’t 
disappoint themselves. Since their own
stadium did not conform to Champions
League requirements, they had to play
their home matches in Budapest, 220km
from Debrecen. Nonetheless, the whole
experience was like a fairy tale for the
Hungarian club. “We played some good
matches,” adds Judit Balla. “We didn’t 
really have much luck on our side, but we
learnt a lot from playing against these 
big clubs. Our goal now is to retain the
Hungarian title and qualify again for this
magnificent competition.” 

Judit Balla is also keen to high-
light an act of generosity by their Italian
opponents, ACF Fiorentina: “They laid 
on a free meal and programmes for our
supporters. That was a really nice touch
and the highlight for us…” 

Financial stability
Narcis Raducan, the Unirea sport-

ing director, underlines the advantage of
the new system for clubs from eastern 
Europe, who are generally unable to com-
pete financially with the big teams: “It’s a
very constructive approach. It allows the

eastern European clubs to showcase 
their talent and their merits at a higher
level, despite the financial gulf. We hope
to be regular participants and achieve
some good results, though we know 
it will be very difficult for us to reach 
the same level as the top ten European
teams.” Narcis Raducan goes on to list the
benefits for Unirea of qualifying for the
Champions League: “The organisation 

of the competition is very detailed,
very precise and it guarantees us 
financial stability. It has also helped our
players to mature on the pitch. They
have learned to raise their game to try
to get results. Moreover, the fact that
we’re not a high-profile club worked
to our advantage, as our opponents
didn’t know anything about us.”

Pascale Pierard

In the quali-
fying matches,
champion
clubs now 
only meet 
fellow cham-
pion clubs, 
as was the
case of
Hibernians 
and Mogren 
in the first
qualifying
round.

I n c r e a s e d  c h a n c e s
Pierre François, the general director of Standard de Liège, is 

enthusiastic both about the increased opportunity for direct qualification 
and the possibility of facing an opponent with a similar ranking in the
qualifying stage: “It increases our chances of making
it into the group stage, which is a wonderful stage,”
he explains. 

However, for some clubs, the new system 
also creates a dilemma: should they sign new players
who will give them a better chance of qualifying, 
or should they safeguard their financial stability? 
The Belgian club’s management has never previously
mortgaged its financial position for the sake of
progress in Europe. ”We won’t be changing our 
policy at Standard. For a long time now, the concept
of financial fair play has been integral to our ap-
proach. The wage bill has never exceeded 45% of 
our total budgetary spend.” 

The Standard director is keen to highlight 
a further point: “I’m delighted by the changes, but
I’d like them to go a bit further, allowing clubs to
complete transfers after the qualifying rounds and 
the play-offs. If we meet a big team in the third
round, we will obviously want to field our strongest line-up, including
players who may be on the shopping lists of other clubs. If they play, 
they are effectively depriving themselves of further participation in the
Champions League with another team. Authorising transfers – obviously
not between clubs that could face each other in qualifying – would help
smaller clubs to keep hold of talented players without blocking their 
exit if the clubs don’t make it through to the group stage. It would also
help the smaller clubs who don’t qualify to make up in part for missing
Champions League revenue.” P.P.
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Pierre François, 
managing director of 
Standard de Liège
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Beaten at home
by Bayern
Munich, Juventus
will be one of 
the main attrac-
tions of the
knockout stages
of the UEFA
Europa League.

UEFA Europa
League

A wide-open competition
THE ROUND OF 32 OF THE UEFA EUROPA LEAGUE, WHICH HAS REPLACED 

THE UEFA CUP, COMPRISES THE TOP TWO TEAMS FROM EACH GROUP IN THE PREVIOUS

ROUND AND THE EIGHT THIRD-PLACED TEAMS FROM THE UEFA CHAMPIONS 

LEAGUE GROUP STAGE. SOME FASCINATING ENCOUNTERS LIE AHEAD IN A COMPETITION

THAT COULD HARDLY BE MORE OPEN.

Both disappointed and 
in search of redemption,
the teams that dropped
out of the Champions
League will have their
work cut out as they try

to impose themselves on opponents
who showed in the Europa League
group phase that they had the wind in
their sails. Two of the big guns who
were eliminated from the Champions
League, Liverpool and Juventus, are 
particularly keen to put things right. 
The Reds are struggling in their domestic
championship, where they have been

left behind by the other title con-
tenders. It might be argued that Rafa
Benitez's men have no option but 
to succeed against the Romanians of
Unirea Urziceni, who also began 
the season in the Champions League.

Prestigious duels
Juventus, meanwhile, find them-

selves in a similar situation. They have
some ground to make up on their rivals
in the Italian championship and Buffon,
Cannavaro, Trézéguet et al will be doing
their utmost to reassure their supporters
against Ajax Amsterdam. Although the

Dutch side are currently living in the
shadows of Twente and PSV Eindhoven,
they are still a force to be reckoned
with. In particular, they can call on
Uruguayan striker Luis Suarez, top
goalscorer in the Netherlands, who is
being courted by numerous clubs.  

Drawn in one of the toughest
groups, Atlético Madrid also had to bid
farewell to the Champions League,
although they still boast an outstanding
squad, including the impressive strike
force of South American duo Forlan and
Aguero. However, Galatasaray, coached
by a certain Frank Rijkaard, will be doing
their Spanish opponents no favours. 
AS Roma are also among the favourites.
Although the team from the Italian 
capital have not always been convincing
this season, with the genial Francesco
Totti in their ranks they remain capable
of achieving success, especially as Luca
Toni, on loan from Bayern Munich, will
be doing everything possible to impress
national coach Marcello Lippi in the 
run-up to the World Cup in South
Africa. However, beating the Greeks 
of Panathinaikos, who dominated the 
first half of their domestic champi-
onship, will be no easy task.

Valencia, who remain one of
Spain's top clubs despite the unques-
tionable supremacy of the two Spanish
giants, are also capable of doing well 
in this competition and Club Brugge 
will have to be at their very best if they
are to trouble the team coached by
Unay Emery.

Strong German representation
German clubs who, along with

those from Spain, have the strongest
numerical representation in this season’s
UEFA Europa League, certainly have
every intention of playing a prominent
role. Wolfsburg, current German cham-
pions, should be able to overcome
the "yellow submarine" of Villarreal,
who have been on something of a
downward spiral this season. Hertha

Atlético Madrid are blocked 
by a wall of Chelsea players – the
Spanish side will be hoping 
to do better against Galatasaray.
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Fernando Torres of Liverpool
attempts to break free from
Gianluca Comotto of Fioren -
tina in one of the group
stage matches. However, 
the English side did not man-
age to qualify for the knock-
out stages and continue 
their European season in the
UEFA Europa League.
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Shakhtar Donetsk 
(red and black)
and Club Brugge
have qualified
for the UEFA
Europa League
knockout stages.

FC Salzburg
(Nikola Pokrivac,
centre) had 
a flawless run 
in the UEFA
Europa League
group stage.

Berlin's task against Benfica, who are
neck and neck with Sporting Braga in the
chase for the Portuguese title, appears 
a tough one. Rooted to the bottom of
their domestic league, it is easy to imag-
ine that the Berlin side will be aiming first
and foremost to hold on to their place in
the Bundesliga. The other two German
teams in the competition will face Dutch
opponents. Werder Bremen will come up
against the current leaders of the Dutch
championship, FC Twente, with their
Costarican striker Bryan Ruiz. However,
Thomas Schaaf's team of internationals
appear to be strong favourites. A similar
scenario applies in the pairing of SV Ham -
burg and PSV Eindhoven. Bruno Labba -
dia's men are performing very well this
season and are expected to progress.

It is certainly hard not to take
seriously the threat posed by Shakhtar
Donetsk, winners of the last UEFA Cup,
who are keen to repeat their feat this
year. The Ukrainian club have recently
recruited the promising young Brazilian,
Alex Teixeira, from Vasco da Gama, a
signing that speaks volumes about their
ambitions. However, their clash with
Fulham FC will be no walk in the park.
Roy Hodgson's London-based team are
enjoying a remarkable season in the
English championship (they have beaten
Manchester United and Liverpool, among
others) and will be a tough proposition 
at Craven Cottage. 

Impressive Austrians
What can be said about FC

Salzburg, who wowed everyone in the
group phase with a 100% record? 
As sparkling as the energy drink that
sponsors them, the Austrians will start
favourites and look likely to pose insur-
mountable problems for Standard de
Liège, even though the Belgian side 

were certainly no walkovers during the
Champions League group stage. 

The Russians of Rubin Kazan,
who almost caused a sensation in their
Champions League group, notably 
winning at Camp Nou, must also be con-
sidered serious contenders. Hapoel Tel
Aviv will need to play all their aces if they
are to harbour any hope of progressing
to the next round.  

Although their domestic form
has been rather mixed, Everton and
Sporting Lisbon appear very well
matched, as do Lille and Fenerbahce.
Although they are a long way behind
Bordeaux, the team from northern 
France are in the chasing pack, while
Christoph Daum's team are neck and

neck with Galatasaray in Turkey. Didier
Deschamps's Olympique de Marseille
will certainly not approach their round
of 32 match against Copenhagen
lightly, especially as their chances of
progressing appear good. As for
Anderlecht, leaders of the Belgian
championship, they will be trying to
regain some prestige for Belgian foot-
ball, which is somewhat in the dol-
drums, when they face the Basques 
of Athletic Bilbao, who always provide
formidable opposition.   

Predicting which two teams will
meet in the final at the Hamburg Arena 

on 12 May is a virtually 
impossible task. And 
so much the better!

André Winckler  
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Ca lendar
Matches will be played on 

18 February at 19.00 or 21.05 (first legs)
and at the same times on 25 February
(return legs), except for the matches 
between Everton and Sporting Lisbon
(16 February) and SL Benfica and Hertha
Berlin (23 February).

09

Christian Noboa (16)
and Rubin Kazan

gave FC Barcelona
(Pedro) a hard time.
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Andrea Barzagli 
in action against
Manchester United
– Wolfsburg are
pursuing their
European season 
in the UEFA Europa
League.
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Despite his realism, the FC Bar -
celona coach couldn’t fight back the
tears after his team had come back to
beat Estudiantes de La Plata 2-1 in extra
time, to allow the Catalan club to win
the intercontinental competition for the
first time and to set a new record by
building, in a single year, a magic hexa-
gon of trophies comprising the Spanish
league, cup and super cup titles, the
UEFA Champions League victory in
Rome, the UEFA Super Cup win in Mo -
naco and, finally, the FIFA Club World
Cup in Abu Dhabi. The nearest approxi-
mation to Barça’s achievement dates
back to 1972, when Johan Cruyff’s AFC
Ajax made a clean sweep of five trophies
before the existence of the Dutch super
cup which now bears Cruyff’s name.

One of the players also added a
fairy tale to the annals of football. Little

Club World Cup 
in Abu Dhabi

Barcelona complete their magic hexagon
“THE FUTURE LOOKS BLACK,” JOSEP GUARDIOLA ANNOUNCED IN ABU DHABI ON 19 DECEMBER.

“ANOTHER CLUB MAY EQUAL WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED, BUT I DOUBT THAT WE WILL EVER REPEAT IT. I JUST HOPE THAT, 

IN FORTHCOMING SEASONS, PEOPLE DON’T KEEP MAKING COMPARISONS.”  

more than a year ago, ‘Pedrito’ was a
tricky little winger in Barça’s B team. 
He has rapidly lost the diminutive and
the name of Pedro Rodríguez Ledesma
went into the record books when, after
Lionel Messi had come off the bench 
to put Barcelona 2-1 up in the semi-
final against Atlante FC, he clipped the
ball into the Mexican team’s net to
clinch a 3-1 win. It made him the first
player to score in six domestic and
international competitions in a single
season.

After Estudiantes had resolutely
defended a 1-0 lead until the 89th
minute of the final between the cham-
pions of Europe and South America, 
it was Pedro who popped up unmarked
to head a looping equaliser into the
Argentine net and force extra time.
Messi jubilantly scored the winner by

meeting a cross from the right with his
chest – or, rather, as he commented
afterwards, “I struck the ball with the
club’s coat-of-arms and with my heart.”
The 2-1 victory meant that Josep
Guardiola’s side had twice come from
behind to complete a hat-trick of
European victories.

Pedro and Messi would be the
first to insist that Barça’s six-fold success
was down to collective rather than 
individual efforts. The team’s other goal
had been scored by Sergio Busquets,
son of Carlos, the guardian of the
Barcelona net during the 1990s. The
goalscorers were three of eight players
who had come through the Catalan
club’s youth academy. And this was no
accident derived from a run of injuries.
There were also eight on the pitch in
Rome and eight in Monaco, underlining
that, even though FC Barcelona have
recruited at top level, talent has been
developed rather than bought and the
foundations of success were laid at
home. The six titles represent a reward
for youth development and loyalty to 
a playing philosophy – and the players
seem to have no intention of resting 
on their huge stack of 2009 laurels. 
They left the Zayed stadium wearing 
T-shirts featuring six stars and the 
legend “Tot guanyat, tot per guanyar”
(Everything won. Everything to win).

Only time will tell if anyone 
can equal FC Barcelona’s achievement. 
In the meantime, it’s only fair to add 
a few more decibels to the congratula-
tory chorus. Felicitats!

Lionel Messi (centre) 
and Pedro – who scored
the equaliser in the 
final – scored four 
of Barcelona’s five goals.
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News from
Brussels
The new treaty on Euro -

pean Union, the Treaty of Lisbon,
entered into force on 1 Decem-
ber. For the first time, it includes
a provision giving the EU ins-
titutions competence in the area 
of sport and recognising the
specificity of sport.  

According to Article 165 of
the new treaty, the EU “shall
contribute to the promotion of
European sporting issues, while
taking account of the specific
nature of sport, its structures
based on voluntary activity and
its social and educational func-
tion.” It goes on to specify that
“Union action shall be aimed at
(…) developing the European
dimension in sport, by promoting
fairness and openness in sporting
competitions and cooperation
between bodies responsible for
sports, and by protecting the
physical and moral integrity of
sportsmen and sportswomen,
especially the youngest sports-
men and sportswomen.”

This article reproduces 
word for word the proposal con-
tained in the unsuccessful EU
constitution project which was
rejected in 2005. It is also in line
with the Declaration of Nice of
2000, which called on the EU to
take account of “the social, edu-
cational and cultural functions
inherent in sport and making 
it special, in order that the code
of ethics and the solidarity essen-
tial to the preservation of its
social role may be respected and
nurtured.”

The main purpose of Article
165 of the Treaty of Lisbon is not
to give the sports movement
more legal stability or autonomy,
but to give the EU some form of
legislative competence in the
area of sport. In the years ahead,
we should therefore see initia- !

The UEFA Executive
Committee meeting in
Madeira.
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Meetings and
other activities

UEFA Events SA is born

Michel Platini and the presidents 
of the two hosts: Grzegorz Lato (Poland,

right) and Grigoriy Surkis (Ukraine) 
at the logo launch in Kiev.

THE MOST EAGERLY ANTICIPATED ITEM ON THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE'S 

AGENDA IN FUNCHAL ON 10 AND 11 DECEMBER WAS, WITHOUT DOUBT, 

THE APPOINTMENT OF THE EURO 2012 HOST CITIES (CF. UEFADIRECT NO. 93),

ALTHOUGH MANY OTHER SUBJECTS WERE DISCUSSED DURING THIS LENGTHY

MEETING ON THE ISLAND OF MADEIRA. 

The qualifying draw for EURO
2012 will take place at the Palace
of Culture and Science in Warsaw
at 12.00 CET on Sunday 7 February.

The 51 teams that will par-
ticipate in the qualifying matches
have been split into six pots 
(cf. uefa.com) on the basis of their
position in the UEFA national 
team coefficient rankings, which
are calculated according to their 
results in the 2006 World Cup
qualifying competition and 
final tournament, the 2008 Euro-
pean Championship qualifying
competition and final tournament, 
and the 2010 World Cup quali-
fying competition.

The qualifying phase will 
involve six groups of six teams
and three groups of five. 

Following the decision taken in
Nyon at the previous meeting in Sep -
tember, the creation of a new company to
help UEFA fulfil its responsibilities was
finalised in Funchal, where the Executive
Committee chose the name of the new
company so that it could be legally estab-
lished on 15 December. 

UEFA Events SA, fully owned by
UEFA, will be led by David Taylor, chief

executive, who proposed a business 
plan for the company and presented its
structure. It will consist of three divisions: 
Sales and Marketing, Events and Opera -
tions, and Technology and Media. UEFA
Events SA will be based in the administra-
tive building currently being built opposite
the House of European Football.

The next UEFA Congress, to 
be held in Tel Aviv on 25 March, was also

EURO 2012 
DRAW IN WARSAW
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P a s s i n g  t h e  b a t o n
The beginning of the new year marked a change within the 

UEFA administration, with finance director Hanspeter Jenni passing the
baton to Josef Koller, who had been controller since 2002. 

Having joined UEFA in 1990 and looked after its finances 
ever since, Hanspeter Jenni wished to take a step back while continuing
to enable UEFA to benefit from his vast experience. On 1 January, 
he became UEFA's "asset manager" and now heads a group of advisers
charged with managing UEFA's assets. This is no easy task, bearing 
in mind that the amount of interest earned by UEFA last year 
was several times higher than the organisation's entire turnover when
Hanspeter first joined!
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! tives emerge based on the 
promotion of physical activity,
the teaching of sport, equality,
the fight against doping and
the promotion of sport among
people with disabilities and
learning difficulties. 

Far from defining any kind
of framework for a “sporting
exception” at community level,
Article 165 is, at most, an 
indicator of the action the EU
intends to take. It also excludes
any harmonisation of national
legislation by the EU. 

With the grounds for action
laid, the relevant members of
the EU Council of Ministers will
meet in an official sports con-
figuration. Aside from the
European Commission (author
of the White Paper on Sport 
[cf. uefadirect Nos 64 and 65])
and the European Parliament
(under whose aegis the Belet
[cf. uefadirect No. 59] and
Mavrommatis [cf. uefadirect
No. 75] reports were adopted),
the member states should there-
fore also be more inclined to take
the initiative in matters relating
to sport at a European level.

among the themes discussed by the
Executive Committee, which approved
the agenda and programme for this gen-
eral meeting of delegates of the mem-
ber associations, along with the Report
of the UEFA President and Executive
Committee, which will be presented 
to the Congress. Amendments to the 
UEFA Statutes will also be proposed, 
particularly in order to strengthen the
autonomy of the member associations
and to update certain provisions.

It was decided that the 
2011 UEFA Congress would be held 
on 22 March.

Convention and charter
The Executive Committee also

heard reports on various committee
meetings and gave its views on the 
questions submitted by these commit-
tees. For example, it thought that 
the variation in the strength of the teams
competing in the European Women's
Under-17 Championship was still too

great to justify increasing the number 
of final round participants from the 
current four.

However, it did agree to admit
the associations of Kazakhstan and
Moldova to the UEFA Coaching Conven-
tion at pro level. The number of pro 
level members is now 42, with another
ten associations at A level and one at B.

Regarding the Grassroots Char-
ter, the Executive Committee approved
the admission of six new members at 
basic one-star level, namely the associa-
tions of Estonia, Hungary, Israel, Luxem-
bourg, Poland and Serbia. The Georgian
association moved up to two stars, that of
the Republic of Ireland to three stars and
those of Iceland, Liechtenstein and Swe-
den to four stars. Associations can obtain
up to six stars, which are awarded in 
accordance with criteria linked to the pro-
motion and growth of grassroots football,
participant numbers, and attention to 
social aspects, sport for disabled people
and women's participation.

A total of 47 national associa-
tions are currently signatories to the
Grassroots Charter.

Creation of a team sports' 
association

Devoted primarily to ques-
tions linked to EURO 2012, the second 
day of the meeting also included an 
update on the case brought to light by
the German police concerning match-
fixing and illegal betting, which involves
nine European countries. The Executive
Committee once again reiterated its firm
intention to apply a zero tolerance policy
to match-fixing and cheating, and 
to do everything possible, with the civil
authorities, to eradicate this scourge.

The Executive Committee 
was also informed of the founding, in
Nyon on 8 December, of the European
Team Sports association (ETS), which
includes, as well as UEFA, FIBA Europe
(basketball), the EHF (handball), the 
IIHF (ice hockey), FIRA-AER (rugby) and
the CEV (volleyball). The association 
aims to promote, develop and represent 
the interests of European team sports
and to increase information exchange
between its members.

??
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Slobodan Medojevic, 
capitain of the Serbian team
that won the fair play trophy
in the European Under-19
Championship, lent a hand
with the draw for the 
qualifying round of the 
next competition.

Grigoriy Surkis presents the fair
play prize in the 2008/09 European
Under-17 Championship to
Germany’s captain, Reinhold Yabo.

Draws
f o r  t h e  U E F A  y o u t h

c o m p e t i t i o n s
IN DECEMBER, THE HOUSE OF EUROPEAN FOOTBALL IN NYON WELCOMED 

REPRESENTATIVES OF UEFA’S MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS FOR THE DRAWS FOR THE

2009/10 AND 2010/11 EUROPEAN UNDER-19 AND UNDER-17 CHAMPIONSHIPS 

IN BOTH THE MEN’S AND WOMEN’S CATEGORIES.

The first to be drawn out of the
hat, on 7 and 8 December, were the
men’s Under-17 and Under-19 qualifying
round ties for the 2010/11 competitions
and the elite round ties for the current
2009/10 season.

The first day was devoted to the
2010/11 season. The men’s Under-17
and Under-19 championships share the
same format and the same number of
participants, with 52 associations in the
starting blocks for each qualifying com-
petition. The respective host associations
of the final tournaments – Serbia (U17)
and Romania (U19) – qualify automati-
cally for the final rounds.

The draws for the qualifying
rounds were conducted by the chairman
of the Youth and Amateur Football
Committee and member of the UEFA
Executive Committee, Grigoriy Surkis.
The 52 teams were drawn into 13 groups
of 4. The matches will be played in the
form of mini-tournaments this coming
autumn, with the top two from each
group and the two best third-placed
teams going through to the elite round,
which will be played in seven groups of
four and from which the group winners
will qualify for the final round.

The draw for the qualifying
round of the 2010/11 Euro-
pean Under-17 Championship
produced the following 

group formations:
Group 1: Greece, Croatia, Bulgaria,

Israel
Group 2: Austria, Germany, 

Bosnia-Herzegovina, Estonia
Group 3: Poland, England, Georgia,

Sweden
Group 4: Norway, Republic 

of Ireland, Albania, Malta

Group 5: Portugal, Northern
Ireland, Azerbaijan, Montenegro

Group 6: Romania, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, Liechtenstein

Group 7: Czech Republic, Turkey,
Iceland, Armenia

Group 8: Belgium, Wales,
Lithuania, Denmark

Group 9: France, Italy, Slovenia,
Cyprus

Group 10: Slovakia, Hungary, 
Faroe Islands, Andorra

Group 11: Ukraine, Netherlands,
San Marino, Latvia

Group 12: Switzerland, Scotland,
Luxembourg, FYR Macedonia

Group 13: Russia, Spain, Finland,
Moldova.

Mini-tournament hosts in bold.

For the U19s, the qualifying
groups are as follows:
Group 1: Turkey, Iceland,
Wales, Kazakhstan

Group 2: Scotland, Norway,
Liechtenstein, Estonia

Group 3: Greece, Portugal,
Georgia, Azerbaijan

Group 4: Russia, Ukraine, Sweden,
Denmark

Group 5: Belarus, Czech Republic,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, FYR Macedonia

Group 6: Hungary, Poland,
Moldova, Finland

Group 7: Italy, Croatia, Latvia, 
Faroe Islands

Group 8: Belgium, England, Cyprus,
Albania

Group 9: Netherlands, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Malta

Group 10: Republic of Ireland,
Serbia, Luxembourg, Bulgaria

Group 11: Spain, Israel, Lithuania,
Armenia

Group 12: France, Austria, 
San Marino, Montenegro

Group 13: Germany, Switzerland,
Andorra, Northern Ireland.

Mini-tournament hosts in bold.

2009/10 elite rounds
The next day it was the turn 

of the draws for the elite rounds of the
current season, for which the 28 teams
still in contention in each competition
were drawn into seven groups of four.
The group winners will qualify for the
final rounds, which will take place from
18 to 30 May in Liechtenstein as far 
as the Under-17s are concerned, and
from 18 to 30 July in France in the case
of the Under-19s. The host countries
qualify automatically.

European Under-17 
Championship 

Group 1: Czech Republic,
Netherlands, Georgia, Ukraine

Group 2: Portugal, Croatia,
Romania, Bosnia-Herzegovina

Group 3: Austria, Republic of
Ireland, Finland, Greece

Group 4: Spain, Poland, Northern
Ireland, Belgium

Group 5: France, Wales, Turkey,
Norway

Group 6: Hungary, Switzerland,
Germany, Serbia

Group 7: England, Slovakia,
Sweden, Malta.

Mini-tournament hosts in bold.

European Under-19 
Championship 

Group 1: Croatia, Scotland,
Belgium, Montenegro

Group 2: Portugal, Hungary,
Romania, Greece

Group 3: England, Ukraine,
Republic of Ireland, Bosnia-Herzegovina

Group 4: Norway, Turkey, Spain,
Azerbaijan

Group 5: Italy, Russia, Czech
Republic, Northern Ireland

Group 6: Netherlands, Germany,
Slovakia, Poland

Group 7: Serbia, Switzerland,
Denmark, Austria.

Mini-tournament hosts in bold.
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Fanndis Fridriksdottir, 
captain of Iceland, winners 
of the Women’s U19 
fair play trophy, assists 
Jim Boyce with the draw.

Marion Torrent, 
captain of the French
U17s, receives 
the 2008/09 fair 
play prize 
from Jim Boyce.

M a u r i c e  B u r l a z  
t r o p h y  p r e s e n t e d

Women’s youth 
competitions

On 15 and 16 December, 
Jim Boyce, first vice-chairman of the
Youth and Amateur Football Com-
mittee, conducted the draws for the 
first qualifying rounds in the 2010/11
European Women’s Under-17 and 
Under-19 Championships.

At Under-17 level, 41 have
entered the race. Germany, the
titleholders, have a bye for the
first qualifying round, which

left 40 teams to be drawn into ten
groups of four, with the following result:

Group 1: Finland, Norway,
Kazakhstan, Serbia

Group 2: Czech Republic, Republic
of Ireland, FYR Macedonia, Northern 
Ireland

Group 3: Denmark, Hungary,
Moldova, Slovenia

Group 4: Spain, Netherlands, 
Georgia, Belarus

Group 5: Italy, Iceland, Bulgaria,
Lithuania

Group 6: Belgium, England, 
Armenia, Turkey

Group 7: Scotland, Ukraine, 
Romania, Austria

Group 8: Sweden, France, Croatia,
Israel

Group 9: Switzerland, Poland,
Latvia, Estonia

Group 10: Wales, Russia, Faroe 
Islands, Greece.

Mini-tournament hosts in bold.

The mini-tournaments are sched-
uled for this coming autumn. For the sec-
ond qualifying round, the group winners,
the five best runners-up and Germany
will be drawn into four groups of four,
from which the winners will go through
to the final round in Nyon in June 2011.

There are 46 teams in con-
tention for the 2010/11
European Women's Under-19
Championship, including Italy,

who qualify automatically for the final
round as host nation, and Germany, 
who have a bye for the first round and
will therefore join the competition in 
the second round. The 11 groups for the
first qualifying round are as follows:

Group 1: England, Finland, 
Moldova, Armenia

Group 2: Azerbaijan, Belgium,
Estonia, Lithuania

Group 3: Denmark, Spain, Greece,
Bosnia-Herzegovina

Group 4: Austria, Hungary,
Portugal, Latvia

Group 5: Switzerland, Poland, 
FYR Macedonia, Kazakhstan

Group 6: Wales, France, Georgia,
Slovenia

Group 7: Norway, Netherlands,
Belarus, Faroe Islands

Group 8: Scotland, Sweden, Serbia,
Slovakia

Group 9: Romania, Czech Republic,
Turkey, Northern Ireland

Group 10: Iceland, Ukraine, 
Bulgaria, Israel

Group 11: Republic of Ireland,
Russia, Cyprus, Croatia.

Mini-tournament hosts in bold.

The mini-tournaments will take place
this coming September. The top two from
each group, the best third-placed team and
Germany will contest the second round. 

On 16 December, the draws were
made for the second qualifying rounds in
the current women’s youth competitions.

" The teams remaining in the Under-
17 competition will be contesting their
matches in the following groups in April:

Group 1: England, Netherlands,
Serbia, Italy

Group 2: Switzerland, Spain,
Belgium, Denmark

Group 3: Sweden, Republic 
of Ireland, Poland, Ukraine

Group 4: Austria, Norway,
Germany, Finland.

Mini-tournament hosts in bold.

The group winners will then
travel to Nyon for the semi-finals 
on 22 June and the final on 26 June,
which will determine which three
European teams will take part in the FIFA
U-17 Women’s World Cup in Trinidad 
and Tobago this coming September.

At Under-19 level, the following
groups were drawn for the second round:

Group 1: Republic of Ireland, 
Sweden, England, Turkey

Group 2: France, Hungary,
Switzerland, Austria

Group 3: Germany, Norway,
Poland, Serbia

Group 4: Spain, Russia, Iceland,
Czech Republic

Group 5: Denmark, Netherlands,
Scotland, Finland

Group 6: Italy, Belgium,
Azerbaijan, Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Mini-tournament hosts in bold.

The group winners and the
best runner-up will join the host nation,
FYR Macedonia, at the final round 
from 24 May to 5 June this year.

On the occasion of the 
UEFA youth competition draws,
the German Football Association
(DFB) received the Maurice Burlaz
trophy that it won for having 
obtained the best results in the
men’s youth competitions from
2007 to 2009 (see uefadirect
No. 91). Grigoriy Surkis (centre),
chairman of the Youth and Ama-
teur Football Committee, present-
ed the trophy to Hans-Dieter
Drewitz, vice-president of the DFB,
and Matthias Sammer, the DFB’s
technical director.
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Club competition
draws in Nyon

18 December 2009
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Forthcoming events

Birthdays

Meetings
31.1-5.2.2010, Malta

Referees course
3.2.2010, Valletta, Malta

Referees Committee
7.2.2010, Warsaw

2010-12 European Championship 
qualifying draw

9.2.2010, Stockholm
Medical Committee

9-11.2.2010, Stockholm
5th UEFA Medical Symposium

10.2.2010, Nyon
Stadium and Security Committee
Club Competitions Committee

11.2.2010, Nyon
Futsal and Beach Soccer Committee
Women’s Football Committee

12.2.2010, Nyon
Youth and Amateur Football Committee
Draw for the preliminary and intermediate 
rounds of the 2010/11 UEFA Regions’ Cup
Development and Technical Assistance 
Committee

15.2.2010, Nyon
EURO 2016 bid handover ceremony

Competitions
16/17 and 23/24.2.2010

UEFA Champions League: round of 16 (first legs)
18.2.2010

UEFA Europa League: round of 32 (first legs)
25.2.2010

UEFA Europa League: round of 32 (return legs)

Zorislav Srebric (Croatia), member of the 
National Team Competitions Committee, cele-
brates his 70th birthday on 28 February. 
Technical instructor Luc Rabat (France) is 60 
on 10 February and Xavier Lebray (France), 
member of the Appeals Body, reaches the same
milestone on 27 February. On 13 February, 
Pierluigi Collina (Italy), member of the Referees
Committee, turns 50, as does John Beattie 
(England), member of the Stadium Construction
and Management Panel, on 28 February. 

UEFA also extends birthday greetings this
month to: 
# Volker Roth (Germany, 1.2)
# Karen Espelund (Norway, 1.2)
# Kyros Vassaras (Greece, 1.2)
# Leonardus van der Kroft (Netherlands, 2.2)
# Trygve Bornø (Norway, 2.2)
# Mark Blackbourne (England, 3.2)
# Renata Tomasova (Slovakia, 3.2)
# Jelena Oblakovic-Babic (Serbia, 3.2)
# Vaclav Krondl (Czech Republic, 5.2)
# Gabriel Weiss (Slovakia, 6.2)
# Erich Rutemöller (Germany, 8.2)
# Yusuf Namoglu (Turkey, 8.2)
# Alexander Slutski (Belarus, 8.2)
# Fino Fini (Italy, 9.2)
# Donald McVicar (Scotland, 9.2)
# Danilo Filacchione (Italy, 9.2)
# Zoran Lakovic (Serbia, 9.2)
# Tomislav Karadzic (Serbia, 10.2)
# Dani Koren (Israel, 10.2)
# William McDougall (Scotland, 11.2)
# Henadz Niavyhlas (Belarus, 11.2)
# Annelie Larsson (Sweden, 11.2)
# Borislav Mihailov (Bulgaria, 12.2)
# Oleksandr Bandurko (Ukraine, 13.2)
# Dieter Pauly (Germany, 14.2)
# Marinus den Engelsman (Netherlands, 14.2)
# Manuel Lopez Fernandez (Spain, 14.2)
# Thomas Weyhing (Germany, 14.2)
# Livio Bazzoli (Italy, 14.2)
# Peter Bonde (Denmark, 14.2)
# Juan Carlos Miralles (Andorra, 14.2)
# John McBeth (Scotland, 15.2)
# Susanne Erlandsson (Sweden, 15.2)
# Leif Sundell (Sweden, 15.2)
# Katriina Elovirta (Finland, 15.2)
# Svitlana Shkil (Ukraine, 15.2)
# Orkhan Huseynzade (Azerbaijan, 15.2)
# Adalbert Kassai (Romania, 16.2)
# Gudrun Inga Sivertsen (Iceland, 17.2)
# Jozef Venglos (Slovakia, 18.2)
# Flemming Serritslev (Denmark, 18.2)
# Patrick Kelly (Republic of Ireland, 18.2)
# Pertti Alaja (Finland, 18.2)
# Antonello Valentini (Italy, 18.2)
# Janis Mezeckis (Latvia, 19.2)
# Lars Arnesson (Sweden, 20.2)
# Eggert Magnusson (Iceland, 20.2)

# Edward Potok (Poland, 20.2)
# João F. De Magalhães Marques (Portugal, 20.2)
# Ralph Zloczower (Switzerland, 21.2)
# Fernando Gomes (Portugal, 21.2)
# Holger Hieronymus (Germany, 22.2)
# Vladimir Sajn (Slovenia, 22.2)
# Asim Khudiyev (Azerbaijan, 22.2)
# Ana Caetano (Portugal, 22.2)
# Maarten Fontein (Netherlands, 23.2)
# Peter Jones (England, 24.2)
# Janos Ring (Hungary, 24.2)
# Oleg Harlamov (Estonia, 24.2)
# Juan Padron Morales (Spain, 25.2)
# Manfred Amerell (Germany, 25.2)
# Miroslav Radoman (Serbia, 25.2)
# Alberto Lopez Moreno (Spain, 25.2)
# Jens Erik Magnussen (Faroe Islands, 26.2)
# Egidius Braun (Germany, 27.2)
# Allan Hansen (Denmark, 27.2)
# Aron Schmidhuber (Germany, 28.2)

Notices

Match agents

New publications

" On 1 January, Jasmin Bakovic took 
over as acting general secretary of the 
Football Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina.

" On 11 January, Jonathan Ford took 
up office as chief executive of the Football
Association of Wales.

ANUARUL FOTBALULUI ROMÂNESC 2005-2009
Under the supervision of the chairman 
of its history and statistics committee, Dan
Cristea, the Romanian Football Federation
has published the tenth volume in its collec-
tion on the domestic competitions and the
Romanian national teams, from the A team
to the youth, women’s and futsal teams. 
The book is full of statistical details, for 
example on players in the top division, and
constitutes a valuable record of a period 
during which the Bucharest clubs’ dominance
of the domestic championship was seriously
challenged.

FOOTBALL – GUIDE 2009 
Français & International
Sophie Guillet and François Laforge are the
authors of this guide published by De Vecchi,
which contains, among other details, all 
the results of all top division championships
and all French cup competitions since 1904. 

It also contains lists and statis-
tics on all the players who
played in the 2008/09 Ligue 1
championship, as well as in-
formation about international
competitions and, under the
heading of “Le football pra-
tique”, about the history of
football and key dates, the

Laws of the Game and various other subjects,
such as technical matters, tactics, media, 
supporter clubs and games. 
The guide includes a supplement contain-
ing all the dates for the 2009/10 season and 
a detailed review of the 2008/09 season 
at both national and international levels, 
including EURO 2008. 
(Editions De Vecchi, 22 rue Huyghens, 75014
Paris, France – www.de-vecchi.fr – EUR 16)

New UEFA match agent licences 
have been granted to:
Daniel Neuber 
90 Minuten & Mehr
Gartenstrasse 8, 41363 Jüchen, Germany
Tel.: +49 2164 950 493
daniel.neuber@90minutenundmehr.de
Dieter Thomaseth
Studio Legale
Piazza Vittoria 47, 39100 Bolzano, Italy
Tel.: +39 0471 262 385, dieter@thomaseth.com
The licence of Rudolf Schnippe (Germany)
has been revoked.

WE CARE ABOUT FOOTBALL The views expressed in signed
articles are not necessarily the
official views of UEFA.
The reproduction of articles 
or extracts of any information
published in uefadirect
is authorised, provided the
source is indicated.
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